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ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with a synthesis of control law for a 
discrete chaotic Henon system by means of analytic 
programming. This is a preliminary study in which the 
aim is to show that tool for symbolic regression – 
analytic programming - is possible to use for such kind 
of problems. The paper consists of description of 
analytic programming as well as chaotic Henon system. 
This article contents only 21 successful simulations in 
the result section and will be extended within future 
tests in this field. SOMA (Self-Organizing Migrating 
Algorithm) with analytic programming was used for 
experiments in this case.  
 
INTRODUCTION 

The interest about the control of chaotic systems is 
spread day by day. First steps were done in (Zelinka et 
al., 2006), (Zelinka et al., 2007), (Senkerik et al., 2006) 
where the control law was based on Pyragas method: 
Extended delay feedback control – ETDAS (Pyragas, 
1995). That papers were concerned to tune several 
parameters inside the control technique for chaotic 
system. Compared to that, a presented paper shows a 
possibility how generate the whole control law (not only 
to optimize several parameters) for the purpose of 
stabilization of a chaotic system. The synthesis of 
control is inspired by the Pyragas’s delayed feedback 
control technique (Just, 1999), (Pyragas, 1992). Unlike 
the original OGY control method (Ott, 1990) it can be 
simply considered as a targeting and stabilizing 
algorithm together in one package (Kwon, 1999). 
Another big advantage of Pyragas method is the amount 
of accessible control parameters. 
Instead of evolutionary algorithms (EA) utilization, 
analytic programming (AP) is used here. AP is a 
superstructure of EAs and is used for synthesis of 
analytic solution according the required behavior. A 
control law from the proposed system can be viewed as 
a symbolic structure, which can be created according 
the requirements for the stabilization of a chaotic 
system. The advantage is that it is not necessary to have 

some “preliminary” control law and only to estimate its 
parameters. This system will generate the structure of 
the law also with suitable parameter values. 
Firstly, a problem design is proposed. The next 
paragraph is focused on AP description. Results and 
conclusion follow afterwards. 
 
 

PROBLEM DESIGN 

The chosen example of chaotic system was the two 
dimensional Henon map in form (1). 
 

� 

xn+1 = a − xn
2 + byn

yn+1 = xn
   (1) 

 
This is a model invented with a mathematical 
motivation to investigate chaos. The Henon map is a 
discrete-time dynamical system, which was introduced 
as a simplified model of the Poincaré map for the 
Lorenz system. It is one of the most studied examples of 
dynamical systems that exhibit chaotic behavior and in 
fact it is also a two-dimensional extension of the one-
dimensional quadratic map. The map depends on two 
parameters, a and b, which for the canonical Henon map 
have values of a = 1.4 and b = 0.3. For the canonical 
values the Henon map is chaotic (Hilborn, 2000).  
The example of this chaotic behavior can be clearly 
seen from bifurcation diagram – Figure 1. 
This figure shows the bifurcation diagram for the Henon 
map created by plotting of a variable x as a function of 
the one control parameter for the fixed second 
parameter. 
This work is focused on explanation of AP application 
for synthesis of a whole control law instead of 
demanding tuning of EDTAS method control law to 
stabilize desired Unstable Periodic Orbits (UPO). As a 
study case a p-1 (a fixed point) desired UPO is used 
only in this preliminary study. Until today, 21 
successful simulations out of 21 have been carried out 
and the others are running. 
EDTAS method was obviously an inspiration for 
preparation of sets of basic functions and operators for 
AP. 
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The original control method – ETDAS in the discrete 
form suitable for two-dimensional Henon map has the 
form (2). 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram of Henon Map  
 
 
 

� 

xn+1 = a − xn
2 + byn + Fn  

 

� 

Fn = K 1− R( )Sn−m − xn[ ]  

� 

Sn = xn + RSn−m    (2) 
 
 
Where K and R are adjustable constants, F is the 
perturbation, S is given by a delay equation utilizing 
previous states of the system and m is the period of m-
periodic orbit to be stabilized. The perturbation 

� 

Fn  in 
equations (2) may have arbitrarily large value, which 
can cause diverging of the system outside the interval  
{-1.5, 1.5}. Therefore, 

� 

Fn  should have a value between 

� 

−Fmax , 

� 

Fmax . In this preliminary study a suitable 

� 

Fmax  
value was taken from the previous research. To find the 
optimal value also for this parameter is in future plans. 
 
 
COST FUNCTION FOR STABILIZATION 
TESTING 

Proposal for the cost function comes from the simplest 
Cost Function (CF) presented in (Senkerik et al., 2008). 
The core of CF could be used only for the stabilization 
of p-1 orbit. The idea was to minimize the area created 
by the difference between the required state and the real 
system output on the whole simulation interval – τi.  
But another cost function had to be used for stabilizing 
of higher periodic orbit. It was synthesized from the 
simple CF and other terms were added. In this case, it is 
not possible to use the simple rule of minimizing the 
area created by the difference between the required and 
actual state on the whole simulation interval – τi, due to 
the many serious reasons, for example: degrading of the 
possible best solution by phase shift of periodic orbit.  
This CF is in general based on searching for desired 
stabilized periodic orbit and thereafter calculation of the 
difference between desired and found actual periodic 
orbit on the short time interval - τs (approx. 20 - 50 
iterations) from the point, where the first min. value of 

difference between desired and actual system output is 
found. Such a design of CF should secure the successful 
stabilization of higher periodic orbit anywise phase 
shifted.  
This CF can be also used for p-1 orbit. The CFBasic has 
the form (3). 
 

       (3) 
 
where:  TS - target state, AS - actual state 
τ1 - the first min. value of difference between TS and AS 
τ2 – the end of optimization interval (τ1+ τs) 
penalization1= 0 if τi - τ2 ≥ τs;  
penalization1= 10*( τi - τ2) if τi - τ2 < τs (i.e. late 
stabilization) 
 
 

ANALYTIC PROGRAMMING 

 
Basic principles of the AP were developed in 2001 
(Zelinka et al., 2005), (Zelinka et al., 2008), (Oplatkova 
et al., 2009). Until that time only genetic programming 
(GP) and grammatical evolution (GE) had existed. GP 
uses genetic algorithms while AP can be used with any 
evolutionary algorithm, independently on individual 
representation. To avoid any confusion, based on use of 
names according to the used algorithm, the name - 
Analytic Programming was chosen, since AP represents 
synthesis of analytical solution by means of 
evolutionary algorithms. 
The core of AP is based on a special set of mathematical 
objects and operations. The set of mathematical objects 
is set of functions, operators and so-called terminals (as 
well as in GP), which are usually constants or 
independent variables. This set of variables is usually 
mixed together and consists of functions with different 
number of arguments. Because of a variability of the 
content of this set, it is called here “general functional 
set” – GFS. The structure of GFS is created by subsets 
of functions according to the number of their arguments. 
For example GFSall is a set of all functions, operators 
and terminals, GFS3arg is a subset containing functions 
with only three arguments, GFS0arg represents only 
terminals, etc. The subset structure presence in GFS is 
vitally important for AP. It is used to avoid synthesis of 
pathological programs, i.e. programs containing 
functions without arguments, etc. The content of GFS is 
dependent only on the user. Various functions and 
terminals can be mixed together (Zelinka et al., 2005), 
(Zelinka et al., 2008), (Oplatkova et al., 2009). 
The second part of the AP core is a sequence of 
mathematical operations, which are used for the 
program synthesis. These operations are used to 
transform an individual of a population into a suitable 
program. Mathematically stated, it is a mapping from an 
individual domain into a program domain. This 
mapping consists of two main parts. The first part is 



 

 

called discrete set handling (DSH) (Figure 2) (Zelinka et 
al., 2005), (Lampinen & Zelinka, 1999) and the second 
one stands for security procedures which do not allow 
synthesizing pathological programs. The method of 
DSH, when used, allows handling arbitrary objects 
including nonnumeric objects like linguistic terms {hot, 
cold, dark…}, logic terms (True, False) or other user 
defined functions. In the AP DSH is used to map an 
individual into GFS and together with security 
procedures creates the above mentioned mapping which 
transforms arbitrary individual into a program.  
 
 

 
Figure 2:  Discrete set handling 
 
AP needs some evolutionary algorithm (Zelinka, 2004) 
that consists of population of individuals for its run. 
Individuals in the population consist of integer 
parameters, i.e. an individual is an integer index 
pointing into GFS. The creation of the program can be 
schematically observed in Figure 3. The individual 
contains numbers which are indices into GFS. The 
detailed description is represented in (Zelinka et al., 
2005), (Zelinka et al., 2008), (Oplatkova et al., 2009). 
AP exists in 3 versions – basic without constant 
estimation, APnf – estimation by means of nonlinear 
fitting package in Mathematica environment and APmeta 
– constant estimation by means of another evolutionary 
algorithms; meta means metaevolution. 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Main principles of AP 
 
USED EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS 

 
Self Organizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA) is a 
stochastic optimization algorithm that is modelled on 
the social behaviour of cooperating individuals 

(Zelinka, 2004). It was chosen because it has been 
proven that the algorithm has the ability to converge 
towards the global optimum (Zelinka, 2004). SOMA 
works on a population of candidate solutions in loops 
called migration loops. The population is initialized 
randomly distributed over the search space at the 
beginning of the search. In each loop, the population is 
evaluated and the solution with the highest fitness 
becomes the leader L. Apart from the leader, in one 
migration loop, all individuals will traverse the input 
space in the direction of the leader. Mutation, the 
random perturbation of individuals, is an important 
operation for evolutionary strategies (ES). It ensures the 
diversity amongst the individuals and it also provides 
the means to restore lost information in a population. 
Mutation is different in SOMA compared with other ES 
strategies. SOMA uses a parameter called PRT to 
achieve perturbation. This parameter has the same effect 
for SOMA as mutation has for genetic algorithms. 
The novelty of this approach is that the PRT Vector is 
created before an individual starts its journey over the 
search space. The PRT Vector defines the final 
movement of an active individual in search space. 
The randomly generated binary perturbation vector 
controls the allowed dimensions for an individual. If an 
element of the perturbation vector is set to zero, then the 
individual is not allowed to change its position in the 
corresponding dimension. 
An individual will travel a certain distance (called the 
PathLength) towards the leader in n steps of defined 
length. If the PathLength is chosen to be greater than 
one, then the individual will overshoot the leader. This 
path is perturbed randomly. 
 
 
RESULTS 

 
As above mentioned, AP needs an evolutionary 
algorithm for its run. In this paper APmeta version was 
used. It was easier to set all parameters than to use 
nonlinear fitting package, which was used with a big 
success in other cases.  
SOMA algorithm (Zelinka, 2004) was used for both 
optimization tasks – to find a suitable solution of the 
control law and in metaevolution - to find suitable 
estimated values of constants in the obtained control 
law. Both settings were similar (Table 1 and Table 2). 
 
 
 
Table 1: SOMA settings for AP  
 

PathLength 3 
Step 0.11 
PRT 0.1 
PopSize 50 
Migrations 4 
Max. CF Evaluations (CFE) 5345 

 



 

 

Table 2: SOMA settings for meta evolution  
 

PathLength 3 
Step 0.11 
PRT 0.1 
PopSize 40 
Migrations 5 
Max. CF Evaluations (CFE) 5318 
 

 
During all simulations, 21 successful results were 
obtained. A minimum number of cost function 
evaluations in the case of SOMA for AP was 100, 
maximum 3093. The average through all simulations 
was 1345. Simulations were stopped when CF was 
under 10-8. These numbers were only for AP, if also 
second evolution for obtaining parameter values would 
be taken, each number has to be multiplied by 5318, i.e. 
total number of cost function evaluations was from 
0.532 millions to 16.449 millions.  
As was said the novelty of this approach represents the 
synthesis of feedback control law Fn (4) (perturbation) 
for the Henon system inspired by original ETDAS 
control method.   
  

� 

xn+1 = a − xn
2 + byn + Fn             (4) 

 
Following control laws are examples of obtained results 
in version without Ks estimated from AP and the 
notation with simplification after estimation by means 
of second SOMA. The first case was stored for further 
processing or better tuning. 
 

a) without estimation 

� 

Fn =
xn−1xn

xn−1(2xn − xn−1) −
xn + K1
xn−1 − xn

 

  
with Ks estimation 

� 

Fn =
xn−1xn

xn−1(2xn − xn−1) −
xn + 0.0349
xn−1 − xn

 

 
In this case, number 2 inside is not supposed as some K 
but simplification of original formula 

� 

xn−1 + xn−1 
Stabilization was reached in 33th step. 
 

b) without estimation 
 

� 

Fn =
xn (xn − xn−1)

K1
 

  
with Ks estimation 
 

� 

Fn = 0.9203* xn (xn − xn−1)  
 
The system was stabilized in 25th step. 

c) without estimation 
 

� 

Fn = K1(xn − xn−1) 
  
with Ks estimation 
 

� 

Fn = 0.76899* (xn − xn−1)  
 
Stabilization was reached in minimal number of steps 
(from all simulations) – in 20th  step. Simulation output 
of the stabilization is depicted in Figure 4. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Example of result – stabilization of chaotic 
system by means of control law given in c) 
 

d) without estimation 

� 

Fn =
(xn−1 − xn )K1(−

xn−1
K2

− xn−1xn )

xn
 

  
with Ks estimation  
 

� 

Fn =
1.111(xn−1 − xn )(0.011xn−1 − xn−1xn )

xn
 

 
Stabilization was reached in maximal number of steps 
(from all simulations) - in 47th  step. Simulation output 
of the stabilization is depicted in Figure 5. 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Example of result – stabilization of chaotic 
system by means of control law given in d) 



 

 

e) without estimation 

� 

Fn =
(xn−1 − xn )
xn−1(xn + K1)

 

  
with Ks estimation  
 

� 

Fn =
(xn−1 − xn )

xn−1(xn − 2.2856)
 

 
Stabilization was reached in maximal number of steps 
(from all simulations) - in 41th  step. Simulation output 
of the stabilization is depicted in Figure 6. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 6: Example of result – stabilization of chaotic 
system by means of control law given in e) 
 
Also an original ETDAS control law, which was tuned 
by means of evolutionary algorithms within (Senkerik et 
al., 2008)  was found in the case of AP. 
The quality of the solution was more or less the same. 
The cost function value is in order -15 or -16, i.e. almost 
zero. Thus the stabilization according to the cost value 
was very precise. The reached steps were counted as 
firstly observed required number rounded to 10-6. 
According to this rule, the fastest stabilization was 
observed within 20 steps. The average was 34 steps. 
The reached stabilization can be viewed also from the 
other side as a first minimal difference between reached 
and required solution. For the case with 20 steps it was 
reached 92 steps for successful stabilization according 
the second rule. The average amount of steps was 104. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 

This paper deals with a synthesis of a control law for 
stabilization of chaotic Henon system. In this case the 
analytic programming was used instead of tuning of 
parameters by means of evolutionary algorithms as in 
the previous research. AP is able to synthesize a 
symbolic notation for required behaviour of the system, 
EA tunes only parameters of expected law borrowed 
from ETDAS. 

The presented results show that AP is able to solve 
problems of this kind and to produce the control law in 
a symbolic way. Within this preliminary study SOMA 
algorithm was used as an optimization algorithm for AP 
and also for estimating parameters in the second 
evolutionary process (meta-evolutionary approach). 
Future plans are concerned to further tests to obtain 
more results for this chaotic system to reach a better 
statistics and also to use other chaotic systems. Further 
simulations will be considered also for higher orbit 
stabilization. 
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